where bj and q are real valued functions. The case of «>3 will ba treated in this note. This problem has been already treated by Kuroda ([4]) in the case of bj(x) = Q. In this case our work agrees with his result.
Now we resume results of Kuroda. Let Hj(j = Q,V) be selfad joint in a separable Hilbert space £>, Rj(z) = (Hj -z)~l be its resolvent for nonreal z. Let a-(fly) be its spectrum. Let ©/, flc ( §y fj ) be the subspace of absolute continuity (of singularity) with respect to fly. These concepts have been defined in Chapt. X of [1] j=l From now on we will take «(#) = (!+ I *!)"", then the operator 4 belongs to S3 and satisfies conditions (a) of (K. ore ^-weL«' with -^=1-1= 11 As /3,eL^ and -^ + ^=4:.
we have BjU = @~u<EiU(R").
<yi
Next we treat the case j = Q. 
, Thus the first part of (a) has been proved.
Now we start to check conditions (K.I) to (K. 5). For r>0 we define

R n (r, z) = c+fzW-^-WHS,^
(v/Tr) with c n = iz-wv-i^-wv ; i m ^y > o and the z>-th Hankel function of first kind Hf\£). Then it holds that for a nonreal or negative number z,
The following asymptotic representations are well known:
as |?|->oo with Im£X).
Taking ^(?)eC°° such that <^(?) = 1 for |?| <1 and ^>(f) = 0 for |f | >2, we have , M
Let IT be the complex plane which has a cut along the positive real axis from 0 to oo, including both edges of the cut. Then S w cAO (r, z)
can be regarded to be continuous in (r, z)e(0, °o) x (II-{0}). From (H. 1) and (H. 2) it holds that :
and that :
By the identity i (r v -Hi. w (?)) = -r v #v+i(?), we deduce that for r= (2 */)'",
where where q^ satisfy that : Since A is bounded ((a) of (K. 2)), it holds that
Rtf)A = R,(z)A-R 1 (z) (H 1 -H^)R.(z)A .
Noticing that ®(fl)n®3SR(^,(«)>l) ((b) of (K. 2)), we have
Therefore the following identity is obtained. 
This relation is rewritten as
where (/, *) = (0, 1) or (1, 0). On the other hand it is well known that for a and j3 with TT-. 27T2
From this identity we obtain that for
y the continuity of S(X), we can conclude that for any measurable set co of the real line 
Eigenfunction expansions.
Under conditions (K. 1) to (K. 5), we have more concrete knowledge concerning the spectral representation of H lac by Kuroda's criterion. Consider the following integral equation:
Qy, Qy f xR n (\x-y\: \^
